A Lagrangian formulation is constructed for particle interpretations of quantum mechanics, a well-known example of such an interpretation being the Bohm model. The advantages of such a description are that the equations for particle motion, field evolution and conservation laws can all be deduced from a single Lagrangian density expression. The formalism presented is Lorentz invariant. This paper follows on from a previous one which was limited to the single-particle case. The present paper treats the more general case of many particles in an entangled state. It is found that describing more than one particle while maintaining a relativistic description requires the introduction of final boundary conditions as well as initial, thereby entailing retrocausality.
Introduction
This paper focuses on interpretations of QM in which the underlying reality is taken to consist of particles have definite trajectories at all times 1 . It then enriches the associated formalism of such interpretations by providing a Lagrangian description of the unfolding events. The convenience and utility of a Lagrangian formulation is well-known from classical mechanics. The particle equation of motion, the field equation, the conserved current, actionreaction, the energy-momentum tensor, , etc., are all easily derivable in a self-consistent way from a single expression. These advantages continue in the present context. Since a Lagrangian description is available in all other areas of physics and continues to be useful in modern domains such as quantum field theory and the standard model, it is appropriate to expect such a description to be relevant and applicable here as well 2 .
In addition to the advantages already listed, the Lagrangian approach pursued here to describe particle trajectories also entails the natural introduction of an accompanying field to influence the particle's motion away from classical mechanics and reproduce the correct quantum predictions. In so doing, it is in fact providing a physical explanation for why quantum phenomena exist at all -the particle is seen to be the source of a field which alters the particle's trajectory via self-interaction.
2
In a previous paper [5] , the special case of a single particle was considered and a Lagrangian description of particle trajectories between measurements was presented. The purpose of the present paper is to extend this description to the many-particle case involving entangled states. In setting up the formulation in the previous paper, the key inputs were the singleparticle wavefunction ( , t)  x , at position x and time t, and the associated current density j ( ; t)  x ( 0,1, 2,3)  , the latter being a function of  . Since these quantities are both defined in four-dimensional spacetime, there was no problem in using them to construct a Lagrangian density expression which also resided in spacetime. In the many-particle case with entangled states, however, the Lagrangian density should still be defined in spacetime even though both the wavefunction of the system and the associated current density expression now reside in a many-dimensional configuration space. The main goal of this paper is to demonstrate a method of dealing with this mismatch successfully.
The discussion will be limited to the case where the various particles involved are not presently interacting, although they will be described by a many-particle wavefunction which allows for entanglement existing from past interactions. The view will be taken that the case of continuing mutual interaction should be treated via quantum field theory using Feynman diagrams and this is intended to be the focus of a subsequent paper.
A key assumption which is maintained throughout this work is that Lorentz invariance remains valid. This places a strong constraint on the possible form of any particle model. In particular, there is an inherent ambiguity in the time at which an entangled state is updated at spacelike locations by measurement. This means there must always be reference frames in which an apparent backwards-in-time, or retrocausal, effect arises. Pursuing this point leads to the conclusion that final boundary conditions as well as initial ones should be included in constructing a Lorentz invariant picture for the many-particle case.
The frequent reference to measurements in this work is not intended to imply that measurement interactions have any special status compared with other interactions here 3 . The aim is only to simplify the discussion by limiting it to the physical reality existing between measurements. The relevant mathematics will initially be developed for the two-particle case, since the results are then directly generalisable to n particles. It will also be assumed that there is no externally applied potential. Although the mathematical formalism will be developed in Lorentz invariant form, some of the early discussion will be non-relativistic for simplicity. The formalism presented here has the advantage of being applicable generally to any wave equation of quantum mechanics. The units will be chosen such that c1 .
Requirements
The Lagrangian density expression formulated in the previous paper [5] to deal with the special case of a single particle will be reintroduced and discussed later in Sec. 12. A relevant point that needs to be mentioned at the outset, however, is that a necessary ingredient in constructing such a Lagrangian expression is found to be the inclusion of an expression for the probability density ( , t)  x and for the current density ( , t) jx corresponding to the particular wave equation under consideration. Now, in the non-relativistic n-particle case the standard formalism of quantum mechanics provides in general a single wavefunction ( , , ,...)    x x x , a single probability density ( , , ,...)    x x x and a single current density ( , , ,...)   j x x x all defined in 3n dimensional configuration space. In contrast, a satisfactory
Lagrangian density for the n-particle case should continue to be defined in physical space of 3 spatial dimensions plus time.
In the context of the present model this will be seen to entail that a separate probability density defined in spacetime is needed for each particle. In addition, the individual probability densities need to be consistent with any statistical correlations existing in the single n-particle probability density expression ( , , ,...)
. It may seem that it is impossible to satisfy these two conditions together, since the existence of independent probability densities automatically seems to exclude correlations. Nevertheless, this apparent contradiction will be resolved easily in Sec. 8 once final boundary conditions have been incorporated and their relevance appreciated.
Similarly, it will be seen that a separate current density in spacetime is needed for each particle and that these individual currents densities each need to satisfy the continuity equation so as to conserve probability.
Entangled states
An indication of the way to proceed can be seen by considering the well-known case of a pair of particles which are in an entangled state but which have ceased interacting and are far apart. Using the notation x ( ; t)  x , the coordinates of the 1 st and 2 nd particle will be represented by x and x , respectively. Before any measurement is performed on either particle, the pair is represented by the single entangled wavefunction ( 
where N is a normalisation constant.
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An important issue now arises. The collapse of the 1 st particle's wavefunction from the initial entangled state (x, x )   to the reduced state 1 (x)  is meant to occur simultaneously with the measurement on the 2 nd particle. Since, however, the two particles are far apart and the separation between these two events is spacelike, there is an ambiguity in defining "simultaneous" here. Also, at whatever time the collapse is taken to occur, the assumption of Lorentz invariance means there will be a range of reference frames available in which the collapse occurs before the measurement. This means some sort of backwards-in-time effect, or "retrocausality", is unavoidable in this picture as long as special relativity is assumed to remain valid. Having heeded this point, it will now be shown how the explicit inclusion of this notion in the present formulation will enable the configuration space problem to be overcome.
Since the aim here is to consider the physical reality existing between measurements, it will be assumed that a measurement of some sort is subsequently performed on each particle. In order to satisfy the requirements specified in Sec. 2, there is a need here is to identify individual wavefunctions which could validly be used to describe the two particles separately during the period from when they initially move apart until when these measurements are eventually performed.
At this point it is more appropriate to rewrite Eq. (1) in Lorentz invariant form and convert it to Dirac notation. Starting with the initial state (x, x ) x, x i   and assuming that the final measurement outcomes are f and f  , respectively, Eq. (1) becomes 4 :
As before, this equation provides the updated wavefunction xi for the 1 st particle once a measurement is performed on the 2 nd particle. Also as before, the time at which this update should occur is ambiguous because of the relativity of simultaneity. Identifying a particular spacetime point at which it occurs is impossible while maintaining Lorentz invariance. This being the case, it is natural to take the following extra step. It will be assumed that the updated wavefunction can be applied validly from the original time of separation of the two particles, rather than assuming it becomes applicable at some random later time. This provides the separate wavefunction needed 5 . 4 Note that the operator 0 j representing the zeroth component of the relevant 4-current density needs to be included in the transition to the relativistic case (Dirac or Klein-Gordon). In Eq. (2) it acts on the primed coordinates. 5 It also has the additional advantage of avoiding any need for nonlocal communication between the particles at the time of measurement. On the other hand, the retrocausal effect is now timelike and conveyed back via the 2 nd particle's state. It should be kept in mind that, even if this assumption were not made, the wavefunction xi would still have to be influenced retrocausally in at least some reference frames by the later choice of measurement on the 2 nd particle.
Hence there is now a separate initial wavefunction xi for the 1 st particle, taken to be valid from the moment when the two particles move apart. Furthermore, the measurement eventually performed on the 1 st particle will provide a final wavefunction xf for this particle as well. These two wavefunctions will form the basis for constructing a Lagrangian description.
Eq. (2) shows clearly that the new wavefunction xi is dependent on the final boundary conditions f  of the other particle, indicating a retrocausal effect. It is important to realise that the idea of including retrocausality here simply amounts to imposing final conditions as well as the usual initial ones and assuming that both sets of boundary conditions have an influence on the particle at intermediate times. Two questions now arise. First, is the introduction of a separate wavefunction for the 1 st particle compatible with the correlated statistics predicted by the usual configuration space wavefunction (x, x )   for the twoparticle system? Second, is the state of the 1 st particle at the present time dependent on this particle's own final boundary conditions f as well as on the final boundary conditions of the other particle? These two questions will be found to be related because, as will be shown later in Sec. 8, an affirmative answer to the first question is obtained once the second point holds true.
The considerations of the present section will be extended to n particles in Sec. 9.
Reconsideration of the single-particle case
There is now a need to revisit the single-particle case to consider how final boundary conditions might be included in the formalism via some small adjustment. The situation will be made clearer by continuing with Dirac notation instead of wavefunction notation.
Consider a particle in an initial state i . If the particle's initial position is not known precisely, its future progress needs to be described in terms of probability 4-current density. The general expression giving the particle's 4-current density for position x at time t in both the relativistic and non-relativistic cases is:
where ˆj  is the current density operator provided by the particular wave equation under consideration. In the Schrodinger case the 0 j operator is simply equal to 1. Hence the expression in Eq. (3) reduces for 0  to the usual probability density for the particle's position:
6 this being the zeroth component of the Schrodinger 4-current density 6 .
The state i can be thought of as the initial boundary condition imposed on the particle at some earlier time i t . To avoid confusion with the time t associated with the current j  , Eq.  ĵ
The question is now whether or not this expression is able to satisfy the requirements listed earlier in Sec. 2. Subject to some minor adjustments, it will be found that expression (7) is, in fact, fully suitable. The adjustments needed are that: (i) a normalisation constant given by fi needs to be included and (ii) the expression needs to be real and be fully symmetric with respect to the states i and f, both of which can be achieved simply by taking the real part. The result is 7 :
6 More generally, the relevant operators are:
Schrodinger:
ˆj   where the operator  stands for    and the metric tensor is taken to be diagonal with elements ( 1, 1, 1, 1)  . In each of these cases, the resulting 4-current density is real. 7 This expression looks similar in structure to the formalism of other authors, e.g., the "weak values" of Aharonov, Albert and Vaidman [7] , although the physical interpretation may be different. Here it is being 7  f
This expression then describes the conditional value of j (x)  given both the initial state i and the final state f. Eq. (8) summarises the small extension to quantum mechanics being introduced here to resolve the many-particle case. It is consistent with the standard theory and only constitutes an "add-on", not an alteration, as will become clear in what follows. The essential point is that the final state is not generally known and averaging over it simply leads back to the standard formalism of quantum mechanics, as shown in Sec. 5.
Some further comment may be helpful here about the states i and f . In standard quantum mechanics the initial state i is the result of a measurement, or of state preparation, at time i t and summarises the particle's relevant past. By symmetry, the interpretation of state f is taken to be similar. Here it will be assumed for convenience to be the result of the next measurement performed on the particle, this being performed at some later time f t . This result is taken to summarise the particle's relevant future 8 . Note that the position x in Eq. (8) is not a measurable quantity. The only measurement outcomes are i and f. In contrast, x represents the hidden position of the particle at times between these two measurements. It should be mentioned here that expression (8) conserves probability flow, as will be highlighted in Sec. 18.
Finally, for the purposes of the proof in the next section note that, since f is a measurement result, it will correspond to one of the eigenstates of a complete orthonormal set.
Consistency with the standard current density of quantum mechanics
If the conditional dependence of the current on both i and f is included explicitly in the notation, the left hand side of Eq. (8) should be written  
In contrast, the standard current (3) predicted by quantum mechanics should be written   j x i  , since it depends only on the initial state. Using this notation, it is easily seen that expression (7) reduces to the standard current expression when a weighted average is taken over the unknown final state. The two current densities are expected to be related via:
postulated that Eq. (8) represents the distribution of particle trajectories in an ensemble between any two successive measurements.
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where   f  is the probability density for the subsequent measurement result f. Inserting the usual expression:
together with (8) into Eq. (9) yields:
This result is then seen to be equivalent to the standard current density (3) as required, since the factor in the square bracket is always real as mentioned in footnote 6.
Hidden trajectories between measurements
The time (or zeroth) component of the 4-current density vector in Eq. (8) alternates between positive and negative values. This means that the current lines in spacetime must have sections which point backwards in time, in addition to the usual forwards-in-time parts (see, e.g., Fig. 2 in [6] ). These lines also curve continuously and smoothly, which means the current density 4-vector must pass through spacelike directions as well. This may seem surprising but it should be remembered that, under a particle interpretation, the standard 4-current density provided by the Klein-Gordon equation has the same properties. In any case, this behaviour does not pose any conflict with experiment in the present circumstances because the form of expression (8) indicates that this "transluminal" behaviour always occurs between measurements and is never actually observed 9 . Such an observation would require a position measurement whereas, as (8) shows, the next measurement is generally of a different variable f. In these circumstances, the fact that the time component of the 4-current density is not positive definite is not important because it is only describing the direction of this 4-vector in spacetime and need not have a probability interpretation.
In the special case where the next measurement is actually one of position, it is sufficient for the soundness of the model if it can be demonstrated that the time component of the current 9 Nevertheless it is instructive to compare the (hidden) pictures in 3 dimensions and 4 dimensions, respectively, for a world line that gradually doubles back in time and then bends smoothly forwards again. From a 4-dimensional viewpoint, the picture consists of just a single, s-shaped curve in spacetime. In terms of time evolution in 3 dimensions, however, the picture consists of the creation and then annihilation of particleantiparticle pairs. Since the smooth world lines being considered here differ from Feynman zigzags in having no sharp corners, the particle-antiparticle description has the disadvantage of not being Lorentz invariant. This lack of invariance is due to the fact that the points at which the world line reverses its time direction are actually frame dependent, so that different observers would not agree in specifying the precise spacetime event at which creation or annihilation occurs. For this reason, the particle-antiparticle picture will not be pursued here.
density becomes positive as the measurement time approaches (so that the world line then definitely points forwards in time) and that it becomes zero for all position values other than the one measured. It is shown in Sec. A1 of the Appendix that these two requirements do, in fact, hold true.
Separate current densities
The entangled pair of particles discussed in Sec. 3 will now be revisited. Having introduced individual wavefunctions xi and xf for the 1 st particle of the pair, a separate current density for this particle can now be obtained, this being defined in 4-dimensional spacetime rather than in configuration space 10 . This current density is simply given by the expression in Eq. (8):
i.e., the same expression as when there is only one particle present rather than a pair. By changing to wavefunction notation:
the 1 st particle's current density can also be written in the form:
In accordance with the discussion in previous sections, i (x)  is the particle's "initial wavefunction" at time t, summarising the initial boundary conditions imposed at an earlier time, and f (x)  is its "final wavefunction" at the same time t, summarising the final boundary conditions imposed at a later time.
An analogous process for the 2 nd particle yields a separate initial wavefunction
, the latter describing the outcome f  of the measurement on this particle. A corresponding current density for the 2 nd particle can then be constructed from these two wavefunctions.
Proof of consistency between separate probability densities and observed correlations
It is now necessary to demonstrate that the separate expressions introduced in the previous section are consistent with the known, correlated statistics obtained when position measurements are performed on the two particles. For simplicity, this proof will be carried out for the non-relativistic case 11 . From Eq. (18), the non-relativistic probability density for the 1 st particle to be at position x at intermediate time t given that its subsequent final position is measured to be f x at time f t is:
This expression is also conditional on the initial state i, but for simplicity this will not be included in the left hand side notation. Similarly, the 2 nd particle's probability density for position  x at time t given final position f  x at time f t is:
Combining these two conditional probabilities yields the joint probability density for x and x given both f x and f x :
The simple product involved here indicates that there are no correlations at this stage. It needs to be remembered, however, that this equation assumes that the future results f x and f x are both known, which is not the normal situation. Correlations will arise once a weighted average is taken over all the possible, unknown values for f x and f x . To obtain this average, it is first necessary to construct the joint probability distribution for all four variables x , x , f x and f x together:
Now, it is assumed that the present model consists of standard quantum mechanics with just a small extension of the formalism to include final boundary conditions. Therefore it is a basic postulate of the model that the term   ff x , x  can still be identified with the usual expression predicted by quantum mechanics, as follows 12 : 
The probability density for just x and x is then found by integrating over all f x and f x :
This is no longer a simple product and so correlations have appeared in the process of eliminating the unknown final states. At this stage it is not important whether they are the correct correlations or not because they refer to the hidden positions x and  x at intermediate times t and t , respectively. It is necessary, however, to show that the correct correlations will emerge as the times of the actual observations are approached via 
In approaching the limit f tt  , the term ff , t , t xx gradually becomes a delta function:
Hence in this limit Eq. (23) becomes:
The delta function then allows cancellation to yield: 12 The corresponding times f t and f t  have been omitted from this expression for notational simplicity. 13 The next few steps involve repeating the procedure followed in Eqs. (A3) to (A6) of Sec. A1 of the Appendix. They will included here as well to make the present proof self-contained.
Similarly, taking the limit f tt   in the 2 nd particle's probability density   2f xx   yields:
Finally, substituting the results (26) and (27) into Eq. (22) then gives:
which reduces on integration to:
This result for the limit f tt  and f tt   is in accordance with the predictions of quantum mechanics and hence contains the correct correlations between the measured positions.
The above discussion highlights the fact that expression (29) arises via a gradual and continuous process as the measurement time grows near. This is seen to be a simple consequence of the fact that the final boundary condition ff ,t x is exerting an influence via the standard quantum mechanical amplitude ff , t , t xx , which reduces continuously to a delta function as t approaches f t .
It can be concluded that the apparently independent probability densities for the two particles are consistent with the known correlations once the unknown final positions have been integrated out.
n-particle case
The formalism will now be extended from 2 to n particles. Again, the discussion will be limited to the case where the particles involved are not presently interacting, although they will be described by a configuration space wavefunction i (x, x , x ,...)    which allows for entanglement existing from past interactions.
It will be assumed that measurements are eventually performed on all the particles, with the outcomes being described by the separate wavefunctions f (x)
Taking the 1 st particle as an example and working by analogy with Eqs. (1) and (2), the updated wavefunction arising as a result of the measurements performed on all the other particles is given by: Assigning each particle a separate pair of wavefunctions and a separate current density in this way, it is now possible to use similar formalism to the single-particle case in order to describe the many-particle case as well. There will then be a separate Lagrangian density for each particle.
Lagrangian formalism
The approach pursued here is to work by analogy with the the classical formalism for a charged particle interacting with an electromagnetic field, where an overall Lagrangian density L is able to describe both the particle and the field potential together. For a single particle, this electromagnetic Lagrangian density can be broken up in the following convenient way:
In terms of the particle's 4-velocity u  and the electromagnetic 4-potential A (x)  , the explicit expressions for the three terms in this equation are [5] :
Here F  is the electromagnetic field tensor, which can be expressed instead in terms of derivatives of A  , and m and q are the particle's mass and charge, respectively. The quantity 0  is the rest density distribution of the particle through space. This involves a delta function because, at any time, the particle's "matter density" is all concentrated at one point. The explicit form of 0  is:
where p x is the particle's spatial position as a function of proper time  and x is an arbitrary point in space. Note that Eq. (32) is written in manifestly Lorentz invariant form. It is assumed that the metric tensor is diagonal with elements ( 1, 1, 1, 1)  .
The question now arises as to what form of Lagrangian density could be proposed, by analogy with the electromagnetic expression (32), for use within a particle interpretation of quantum mechanics. As was discussed for the single-particle case, the first step is to note that the field L term in (32) can simply be replaced with one of the well-known Lagrangian densities for the  field alone, as quoted in quantum mechanics texts. The choice depends on which wave equation is under consideration, each expression being formed from the corresponding wavefunction and its complex conjugate. The problem is then to include suitable terms for particle L and int eraction L which will describe the particle motion as well.
These terms are also expected to contain the wavefunction  so that the particle will be guided appropriately.
Relevant quantum formalism
In previously constructing the particle and interaction terms for the single-particle Lagrangian density in [5] , it was found useful to employ the following standard formalism which applies for any wave equation of quantum mechanics:
Each wave equation has a current density expression j (x)  associated with it. For example, the current density for the Dirac equation is 14 :
The current density j (x)  can always be written in the form:
where 0 (x)  and u (x)  are the rest density and 4-velocity of the probability flow, respectively. Note that these quantities are quite different from the particle rest density 0  and the particle 4-velocity u  . Also note that 0  is uniquely determined once j  is given, as can be seen by applying the identity u u 1    as follows:
and therefore:
This standard formalism will also be useful for the many-particle case discussed in the next section. Note that in quantum mechanics the current density j (x)  usually varies with position and time even in the absence of any externally applied potential, i.e., the flow lines are generally curved, not straight. This means that the motion of the individual particles presumed to underlie this probability flow must also be non-uniform, i.e., the particles seem to behave as if some sort of field is acting on them.
14 Here  is the adjoint of  , rather than the complex conjugate.
Proposed new Lagrangian density
Returning to Eqs. (31) and (32), a Lagrangian density analogous to these equations and suitable to use with a particle interpretation of quantum mechanics will now be presented. As shown in [5] , the following expression is adequate for the single-particle case 15 :
It is constructed simply by taking the electromagnetic expression (32) and replacing the 4-vector potential A  and the mass m by, respectively, the 4-current density j (x)  and the rest density 0 (x)  of standard quantum mechanics, these latter two quantities having been introduced here in the previous section. A more general Lagrangian density is now needed to describe the many-particle case as well. This can be achieved simply by instead choosing
to be the new expression developed in the present paper, rather than the standard expression. Specifically, referring to Eq. (15), the 4-current density for each particle will be chosen to be of the form:
where the final boundary conditions are included via the wavefunction f  . The manyparticle Lagrangian density is then expected to be similar to (38).
A further complication, however, is that the current density 4-vector in Eq. (39) can range over both timelike and spacelike directions as discussed in Sec. 6. Some consequences of this are discussed in detail in Sec. A2 of the Appendix. First, the velocity identity u u 1 Taking both these points into account, the new Lagrangian density is finally defined to have the form: 15 In the previous paper, the second and third terms of (38) each initially contained an unknown constant k with dimensions 3 [ML ] , which ensured that the units balance. As before, this constant will be set equal to one to keep the formalism simple. (Also, the choice of units c1  hides a factor of c which would otherwise be present in the second term.) As per the discussion in Sec. 9, this approach allows each of the particles encompassed by a non-factorisable, many-particle wavefunction to be described by a separate Lagrangian density. The general Lagrangian density for n particles will then be the sum:
where each term in this equation will be of the form (41).
It is important to be clear on the wavefunction dependence of the new Lagrangian expression.
In the single-particle case, the quantities field L , j this change. The resulting new formalism, which becomes symmetric with respect to i and f, can be taken to apply in both the single-particle and many-particle cases.
Some explicit examples of Lagrangian densities having the proposed form will now be presented to gain further insight.
Example: Klein-Gordon case
A specific model encompassed by the general expression (41) is the Lagrangian density for Klein-Gordon particles. In this case, each particle in an entangled many-particle state i (x, x , x ,...)    will be described by an individual Lagrangian density L of the form 16 :
16 Since, as mentioned in the introduction, the present discussion is limited to the free-space case, field L here does not contain any external potential. A term containing such a potential can easily be added, however. 
Example: Dirac case
The Dirac case is similar in that each particle in an entangled many-particle state will be described by an individual Lagrangian density L of the form: 
Again, the dependence on the final conditions via f (x)  can be seen explicitly.
Introduction of a statistical element via a joint distribution
The Lagrangian model formulated here is not inherently statistical. Once the initial and final boundary conditions are specified, this uniquely determines the wavefunctions and hence j  and 0  as well. Quantum mechanics, on the other hand, is a statistical theory. To compare the predictions of the two theories, it is therefore necessary to introduce a statistical element into the present model. This will be achieved by assuming a lack of knowledge of each particle's position x and 3-velocity v at time t and hence by describing these two variables via a joint probability distribution   P , ; t xv .
It will be sufficient for the discussion in this section to focus on just the single-particle case. A minimum condition for consistency with quantum mechanics is then that the joint distribution   P , ; t xv chosen should be related to the probability density   ;t  x and current density   A variety of different particle models are then possible by choosing different expressions for P( , ; t) xv . Note that each model is expected to allow a range of different velocity values at each point in space-time (i.e., it is expected to be a "phase space" model). Progress is usually impeded at this point by the requirement that the probability density P( , ; t) xv should also be positive. For example, the Wigner distribution [9] is often used for practical calculations, but the fact that it is not positive means that it is not physically viable for present purposes.
In writing Eqs. (49) and (50), it has been implicitly assumed that the joint distribution introduced here is conditional on the initial boundary conditions but not the final ones. In the present context, however, it is more convenient to have a joint distribution which is conditional on both the initial and the final conditions. It is also more convenient to have the relevant equations in manifestly Lorentz invariant form. These two issues can both be resolved by re-expressing Eqs. 
Hence the aim is actually to find both an expression for L and an expression for   0 P , u; t x which are mutually consistent. Despite an extensive search, the present author has only been able to find one solution which satisfies all of these conditions. The Lagrangian density expression is, of course, the one already given in Eq. (41) and the joint distribution expression is as follows:
  The delta function in this distribution effectively limits the particle's velocity to being a function of position x . Consequently, there is not a range of possible velocities at each position but a unique value instead. This reduces the description from a phase space model to a configuration space model. At first sight this seems surprisingly restrictive on the particle's velocity. It should be noted, however, that the particle is not just moving in an independent external field. As will be discussed in more detail shortly, the Lagrangian formalism involves the particle acting as the source of the field as well. This leaves very little room to manoeuvre in identifying consistent trajectories for the particle. Hence the strong restriction on the velocity range at each position.
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The presence of the delta function in the distribution (59) also has the surprising consequence that this distribution is already supplying an equation of motion for the particle without the need to obtain one from the Lagrangian formalism. The equation of motion implied by the delta function is clearly:
This equation is seen to be similar in appearance to the guidance equation of the relativistic de Broglie-Bohm model, although it should be kept in mind that the right hand side here implicitly contains the final boundary conditions as well as the initial ones. The particle velocity given by Eq. (55) refers to times between measurements and so is not directly observable. It will, however, play an important role in later sections in ensuring that other predictions of the present Lagrangian formalism are in agreement with quantum mechanics. It will also be necessary at a later point to establish the consistency of this equation of motion with the one to be supplied by the Lagrangian formalism.
Finally it should be noted that, since the formalism of the present model provides a separate 4-current density expression for each of the n particles in an entangled state, it also provides a separate 4-velocity expression via Eq. (55) for each particle as well. Each of these 4-velocities is defined in spacetime, whereas non-retrocausal theories such as the standard Bohm model can only provide an n-particle velocity expression defined in configuration space.
The remaining sections of this paper are now devoted to summarising the various consequences which flow from the general Lagrangian density (41) introduced earlier. These can be obtained by standard Lagrangian techniques. It will be confirmed that the new Lagrangian density yields predictions which are consistent with quantum mechanics.
It should also be noted that this description is providing a reason for why quantum mechanical effects exist at all. The choice of a combined particle/field Lagrangian density entails that the particle is the source of a field which then influences the particle to follow a non-classical path due to self-interaction.
Particle equation of motion
The equation of motion for each particle can be obtained by using the usual Lagrange formula 19 :
19 See, e.g., [10] .
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This equation actually requires a Lagrangian L rather than a Lagrangian density L . This can be obtained by re-expressing the overall Lagrangian density L in the form:
in order to separate out the particle term L. Comparing the two different expressions (41) and (57) for L , the Lagrangian for each particle's motion is seen to be:
As shown in Sec. A3 of the Appendix, substituting this expression into Eq. (56) yields the following equation of motion:
where it is understood that the upper sign applies for timelike u  and the lower sign applies for spacelike u  .
The form of this equation suggests that each particle moves as if it is under the influence of a scalar potential 0  and a 4-vector potential j  . It is easily checked that this less restrictive equation is quite consistent with the equation of motion (55) introduced earlier via the joint distribution in Sec. 15. Indeed, substituting expression (55) into Eq. (59) simply reduces the latter to an identity.
Field equations
The proposed new Lagrangian density (41) will also generate field equations for the various 
The resulting wave equation will temporarily have a source term, which is to be expected in order to allow action and reaction between the particle and field and hence ensure conservation of energy and momentum. This source term will then be found to reduce to zero in the special limiting case of quantum mechanics as defined by the joint distribution (54). 
For example, in the Dirac case of Sec. 14 the wave equation for i  is found to be:
Here the left hand side of this equation contains the standard Dirac terms and the right hand side contains the new source term.
Taking into account the velocity restriction implied by the joint distribution (54), the source terms in both (61) and (62) 
After applying the velocity restriction (55), the wave equations for f  in both the KleinGordon and Dirac cases are found to be, respectively:
Dirac:
which demonstrates in each case that the final wavefunction f  satisfies the same wave equation as the initial wavefunction i  .
Conserved current density
In Secs. 13 and 14, where the Lagrangian densities for the Klein-Gordon and Dirac cases are presented as examples, the corresponding current densities are simply stated without proof in Eqs. (44) and (47). These are of the general form:
which has been discussed at length in earlier sections. There is a need to demonstrate that a current density expression of this form does, in fact, follow once a Lagrangian density of the type proposed here is chosen. To this end, the Klein-Gordon current density will now be derived by way of example.
The usual assumption of global gauge invariance, when applied to the Lagrangian density (41), implies the existence of an associated conserved current density via Noether's theorem. In the present case, the relevant gauge transformation takes the form: and leads to the following formula 20 for the current density:
As shown in Sec. A5 of the Appendix, substituting the Lagrangian expression (57) into Eq.
(69) leads to the following expression for j (x) 
As usual, the velocity restriction implied by the joint distribution (54) now needs to be taken into account. The second term in (70) then becomes zero and the current density j (x)  reduces to:
Substituting the field L part of the Klein-Gordon expression (43) into Eq. (71) yields the specific result:
Expression (72) is seen to be identical to the 4-current density given in Eq. (44), as required, and is the unique conserved current implied by the Klein-Gordon Lagrangian density. It can easily be shown to satisfy the continuity equation in configuration space, which was one of the requirements specified earlier in Sec. 2.
Eq. (72) also illustrates the wider fact that an expression of the general form (67) is implied by, and derivable from, the Lagrangian formalism presented in this paper.
Energy-momentum tensor
Under the assumption that the Lagrangian density is not an explicit function of the coordinates x  (i.e., symmetric under space and time displacements), Noether's theorem implies the existence of an energy-momentum tensor for the particle-field system, with this tensor having zero divergence:
This condition ensures overall conservation of energy and momentum. As shown in Sec. A6 of the Appendix, the tensor T  is expressible naturally in the form of three terms (not separately conserved):
with these terms taking the following individual forms:
which can be used with any choice of wave equation.
Once the joint distribution (54) is taken into account as usual, considerable simplification is introduced. In particular, the interaction term reduces to:
and the divergence of field T  becomes separately zero.
In general, the expression for field T  will be of the form 21 : 
Discussion and conclusions
The aim here of formulating a Lagrangian description for a trajectory interpretation of quantum mechanics has been successfully carried out for the general case of entangled manyparticle states, under the assumption that the particles have ceased interacting. It provides a separate Lagrangian density for each particle in four-dimensional spacetime, thereby avoiding the need to resort to a configuration space description.
Both the availability of a spacetime description and the ability to maintain Lorentz invariance are made possible by incorporating final boundary conditions and retrocausality into the model. The proposed Lagrangian density expression then provides all the usual formalism for answering any question we wish to ask. It provides a clear picture of events at all times, accompanied by field equations and particle equations of motion, together with energymomentum tensors for conserving both energy and momentum. 
A5. Conserved current density
The aim here is to derive a general form for the conserved current density, as required in Sec. 18. Substituting the Lagrangian expression (57) into Eq. (69), the following result is obtained: 
A6. Energy-momentum tensor
The aim here is to derive a general form for the energy-momentum tensor, as required in Sec. 
